Industrial HiVision
Network Management Software

If you are reading this document, you are probably looking for network management software. Or at least have an interest in the topic. Clearly it is a complex subject. There are so many applications available. Generic or manufacturer-specific. Proprietary or open source. Commercial or free of charge.

Maybe you are not in the market for a network management application at the moment. Even so, this guide will give you some ideas about how the right tools can assist you to increase the security and availability of your existing network.

This booklet describes what functionality is available in Industrial HiVision, and how you can benefit from each function. What’s more, you can test most examples for yourself using the cost-free version together with the built-in network simulation tool.
Industrial HiVision Functionality

What this Feature Can Do for You

In the past, network installation was as simple as just cabling some switches together. Today all that has changed. To guarantee highest availability, you must configure a large number of parameters, such as redundancy, VLANs, security, and event management. Industrial HiVision is not a substitute for expertise, but it can expedite the mundane tasks, leaving you to concentrate on the essential functionality.

For a well configured network, live operation should be a smooth process. Industrial HiVision gives you visibility into your network, so you have peace of mind. Repetitive tasks can be taken care of easily. If a problem does occur, Industrial HiVision will highlight the root cause, so you can rectify the issue in the shortest time. In other words, for day to day operation, you have the tools you need.

In the hectic world of a network administrator, Industrial HiVision will help you to do your job more efficiently.

**Industrial HiVision for highest network availability.**

For Network Installation,

**Industrial HiVision:**
- Saves you time
- Reduces effort
- Guides you to optimum configuration

For Network Operation,

**Industrial HiVision:**
- Visualizes the status of your network
- Facilitates regular tasks
- Helps you locate problems quickly

For Network Administration,

**Industrial HiVision:**
- Provides tools to increase your efficiency
- Delivers the information you need to make decisions
- Assists you to achieve highest network availability
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What is Industrial HiVision?

If you search Google for free of charge network management tools, you will find many applications. Which means that if you are going to pay for an application, it will have to meet a lot of your requirements.

Industrial HiVision was originally developed to configure and supervise industrial networks built using Hirschmann equipment. Over the years it has been developed to support equipment from any manufacturer. Today it provides functionality which is usually only found in expensive office network applications.

If you would like to see the functionality for yourself, download Industrial HiVision from our web site and use it free of charge forever.

Learn about the highlights of Industrial HiVision.

Network Simulation Tool for Off-line Evaluation

It is impossible to evaluate network management software without network hardware such as switches and routers.

So, have you got some hardware laying around? Probably not.

No problem. Industrial HiVision includes a network simulation tool, which behaves almost exactly like a real hardware network. Most of the functionality described in this document can be recreated using the graphical simulation tool. So you can start your evaluation of Industrial HiVision anytime, anywhere. At your convenience.

Evaluate Industrial HiVision without hardware.
Architecture

Getting the network management architecture right is a key step towards a successful application roll-out. Changing the architecture later is even more effort than just starting again from the beginning. Don’t let your network management software force you into adopting an unsuitable architecture. Whether your network is local, plant-wide, or geographically dispersed, Industrial HiVision can offer you the best composition. With plenty of possibilities for future expansion.

Client/Server Architecture

The functionality of Industrial HiVision is divided into two components. The Server is the core of the system, where all the processing takes place. The Client supports the graphical user interface.

For a small installation, running the Server and the Client on the same hardware offers a perfect solution.

For larger installations, multiple Clients running on separate devices can access the same Server simultaneously. This provides many advantages.

Individual operators can supervise their own network segments. Faults can be propagated to multiple Clients, ensuring they are noticed more quickly. A network can be monitored locally and remotely at the same time.

If you have a larger network, take advantage of the Client/Server architecture.

Scales to meet your network management requirements.

Management Hierarchy

For many networks, a single network management server is enough. But for others, there are advantages to deploying multiple servers.

If you have a very large network, the data collection and processing can be spread across multiple servers.

If your network spans multiple geographic locations, using one server per location can limit the amount of data crossing your WAN.

Industrial HiVision can use a Domain Server to supervise the status of Sub-domain Servers, which in turn supervise networks.

This provides you with a highly scalable solution.

And to make administration even simpler, all licenses can be held on the Domain Server, and leased to the Sub-domain Servers.

Supervise very large or geographically dispersed networks.
When most people think of networks, it is the topology that springs to mind. The topology map is the foundation of your network management software. If the map is difficult to create, or unfriendly to look at, it doesn’t matter how good the rest of the application is. You will never feel comfortable with it. Find an application like Industrial HiVision with an intuitive topology map, and everything else will simply fall into place.

Industrial HiVision User Interface

As mentioned earlier, Industrial HiVision was originally developed to supervise industrial networks, such as those used in factories, oil refineries and power stations. The software used in these environments is highly graphical, using active pictures to literally mimic the industrial applications.

The Industrial HiVision user interface reflects that heritage. The main window shows the network topology, with all components color-coded for status.

The window on the left mirrors the physical structure of the network, known as the network hierarchy.

The window at the bottom is the event log.

The interface is informative and intuitive. But do not be fooled by the simplicity. As you will see, Industrial HiVision offers comprehensive functionality which allows you to meet your network management objectives.

Graphical interface provides information at a glance.

Topology Maps

A clear network topology map is one of the most important network management tools you can have.

Within the map, each device is shown with a real picture, so you know exactly what kind of device you are looking at. Double clicking allows you to drill down into a device, for more granular information.

Connections show the port numbers at each end of the link, so you always know where the cables are connected.

Zigzag lines represent wireless connections, and dotted lines are redundant links. So you can see precisely where your data is flowing.

All components are color-coded for status.

Every element of the display can be customized, which means you can design your screens to provide strictly the information you require.

Clear topology map displaying information of your choice.
Network Hierarchy

If your network is small, you can almost certainly fit all devices on one screen. If your network is larger, then your display will need to be clearly structured.

The hierarchy function allows you to display your network topology maps in a tree structure. Each branch supports sub-branches, providing ever-increasing levels of detail. Down to individual components of a single device, if required. This gives you precisely the level of detail you require.

The display is active, so it also represents the status of the network components. The status is propagated up the tree. This means that the tree does not need to be permanently expanded. The status of a higher level will always depict the worst case status of a lower level.

So you will never need to waste time searching for a network fault.

*Provides visibility into every level of your network.*

Device Discovery and Identification

For all but the smallest networks, you need an effortless way to discover and identify the devices which should be monitored.

For Hirschmann devices, the HiDiscovery function can discover devices even when they do not have an IP address. Assigning an IP address is then just a couple of clicks.

Industrial HiVision also allows you to scan multiple IP address ranges and display the discovered devices. Device types are then identified using SNMP.

Templates for many devices are already included in Industrial HiVision, ensuring that each device is accurately represented in the software.

If a template for your device is not present, the included HiFusion application will help you to create a template which exactly matches your requirements.

*Effortless device discovery and identification.*
Create Devices from List

A typical small network is based around a Class C address range. This means a maximum of 254 IP addresses.

As industrial networks increase in complexity, two new trends are emerging. In some cases many addresses are used from one single large address range, for example a large production hall. In others, a few addresses are used from multiple address ranges, for example a train where each carriage has its own address range.

In both cases, scanning address ranges becomes impractical, because there are too many addresses to scan.

As an alternative to scanning, it is possible to create devices by importing their IP addresses from a list.

This saves you time during network deployment by scanning only the relevant IP addresses.

**Discover devices without scanning address ranges.**

Auto-Topology Discovery

Possibly the most important information you can have about your network is an accurate topology map. This will be the basis for many other decisions you make, during live operation and fault finding.

You could manually draw a topology map. But for most networks this would be tedious and error-prone.

Auto-Topology Discovery will create completely accurate maps of the connections between infrastructure devices such as switches, routers, firewalls and wireless access points. It will also draw the connections to end devices such as PCs or PLCs. It can even display links to unmanaged switches.

During live operation, you can discover new connections, without disturbing existing ones.

With an accurate map showing your exact infrastructure, you can manage your network with complete confidence.

**Guarantees accurate network maps.**
Discover Unmanaged Switches

To reliably supervise a network, the infrastructure must be built using managed switches. These devices provide information about topology and status which forms the basis of the graphical display. Managed switches are slightly more expensive than unmanaged ones. For this reason, some users deploy unmanaged switches at the edges of a network, where the operation is not critical. Even so, it is still important to have an accurate overview of your complete network topology.

You could manually draw the unmanaged switches in your network map. Or you can allow Industrial HiVision to deduce the location of unmanaged switches and display them as part of the topology map.

Discover and display unmanaged switches.

Graphical User Interface

The Graphical User Interface in Industrial HiVision shows its origin as a network management tool for industrial environments. Automation Engineers use graphical tools to manage complex industrial processes, because a visual representation of a process imparts far more information than a page full of text. Decades of experience cannot be wrong. Supervise your network the expert way.

Client Graphical User Interface

Industrial HiVision is a Client/Server application. The Server is the core of the system, and is responsible for polling the network devices and correlating the received information. The Server requires a license.

The Client provides the graphical user interface to the server. Many network management applications use a browser as a client. Typically browsers cannot be used on industrial networks, due to the heightened security risks. For this reason, the Industrial HiVision Client was developed as a stand-alone application, in place of a browser.

Multiple Clients can be connected to a single server simultaneously. So multiple operators can supervise the network at the same time. As the Clients are provided free of charge, this flexibility is available to you at no extra cost.

Maximize visibility with multiple clients.
HiMobile Client

HiMobile is more than just another Industrial HiVision client. Connect to a switch for real-time information, just by scanning the QR code. Push notifications from Industrial HiVision offer you status messages about your network, directly to your phone. A snapshot of the network topology map gives you an instant overview of the status of each network device and connection, as though you are standing in front of a PC screen. HiMobile can provide geographical coordinates of a device to Industrial HiVision, for use in applications like Google Maps. You can even use HiMobile to flash the port LEDs at either end of a cable, to see exactly where the cable is connected to the switches.

Network visibility in your pocket.

HiMobile Evaluation Mode

If you would like to try HiMobile without a network, the app includes an evaluation mode, which allows you to test most functions of the app.

Scroll around the network topology map.

Drill down into devices, to see the status of components.

Filter the Event Log to look for specific devices.

If you want to appreciate the convenience of having network management in your pocket, download the app and give it a test.

Evaluate HiMobile without Industrial HiVision.
Multiple Languages

Most network management software on the market is only available in English. This is fine for IT experts, who are used to configuring devices in English.

But for many people, simply supervising a network can be stressful. Add a different language into the mix, and the potential for mistakes increases.

The interface of Industrial HiVision is available in many languages, and the number of available languages is constantly increasing.

Even more important, the translations are not done by software. They are created by network engineers with many years of experience using Industrial HiVision.

So spend your time productively, using the comprehensive functionality of Industrial HiVision. Not trying to understand the interface.

Manage your network in your own language.

Visualization of Link Medium

Visual information is easier to digest than text-based information. A good graphic can convey a lot of information quickly and concisely.

This is why we have spent a great deal of design effort on the Industrial HiVision graphical user interface.

Here is a great example. Many network management systems use a line between two devices to represent a connection. But as a network administrator, you need a lot more information than just this.

It is important to know the medium used for the connection. Is it copper, fiber, or wireless?

This information is available to you at a glance. Great for network documentation.

And in the event of a cable failure, you already have a head start with the replacement.

Visualize your cable types.
Connection Appearance

Here are some additional examples.

On any topology map, port information can tell you where a cable is connected on a device. Labels can indicate where cables are located, for example using patch panel information.

While this information is valuable, it can also clutter up the screen display for some topologies. With Industrial HiVision, you can choose to display this information permanently, or just when the mouse pointer is over the connection.

The thickness of the cable lines can be configured to show link speed. Or link status. Or indeed both.

For best effect, select a full information display when creating your network documentation, and a reduced information display for live operation.

View comprehensive information about your structured cabling.

Comprehensive Component Views

For general supervision, a good topology map will meet your requirements. But there will be times when you need more specific information, and typically you will need it quickly.

The Properties section of Industrial HiVision provides you with information about specific properties of devices, connections or ports. In real time. Across the complete network.

The information can even be sorted by device categories, to avoid overloading you with data.

Whether you need serial numbers for documentation, or device temperatures for fault finding, the information is available to you with a couple of clicks.

View concise information about network device parameters.
Customized Tooltips

The Tooltip provides a pop-up screen of information when the mouse pointer is moved on top of an icon.

Typically it is used for a device icon, but it works with any icon, from a device to an individual port parameter.

This represents the easiest way for you to get information about a component.

Right from the beginning we defined what information would be available via the Tooltip. But many users asked for a function to customize the displayed information.

So now you can define what is displayed in the Tooltip pop-up. Any information is available. Customize it to meet your requirements.

**Collate your valuable information in a pop-up screen.**

Duplex Check

Duplex mismatches are a thing of the past, right? Nobody manually configures duplex anymore, do they?

In IT networks, probably not. But in OT networks, things are not so clear.

Some legacy end devices have hard-coded duplex and do not support autonegotiation.

Other networks were manually configured in the past, and this is only now causing problems, as the bandwidth utilization increases.

Finding duplex mismatches is a painstaking and tedious task, prone to errors.

The Duplex Check in Industrial HiVision highlights configuration failures across your network at a glance.

**Quickly locate duplex configuration errors.**
“I’m Alive” Email

There are many ways that Industrial HiVision can notify you or your colleagues about network problems. See the Event Handling section for more information.

But all these techniques rely on one thing. Industrial HiVision must actually be running when the problem occurs.

With the reliability of today’s hardware, it is very likely that Industrial HiVision will not have stopped. But how can you be sure? Especially if the application is running on a remote PC?

Just configure Industrial HiVision to send you an “I’m Alive” email. You can configure the sending interval, to avoid email overload.

You can even receive the latest warning events in the email.

You decide which information you want, and when you want it: No more uncertainty for you.

Rest assured that you are receiving event notifications.

Edit Mode Timer

It is an easy mistake to make. You put Industrial HiVision into Edit Mode. This gives you write access. You then get to work, designing your topology maps, fine tuning your status displays, or creating your monthly reports. You get called away to deal with a network problem, and you accidently leave Industrial HiVision in Edit Mode.

At best, you have prevented other administrators from editing the application.

At worse, you may have given a passer-by write access to Industrial HiVision, and therefore to your network.

Edit Mode has a timer. Just set it for a suitable period of inactivity. Then you never need to worry about the problem again.

Reduce the risk of unauthorized access.
Configurable Scan Rate

A major difference between IT and OT networks is the connected equipment.

An IT network typically supports equipment such as servers, PCs and printers. This equipment is highly resilient to excessive network traffic.

The same cannot be said for typical OT equipment, such as PLCs, drives or I/O. The protocol stacks supported by these devices can easily be overloaded by the level of broadcast traffic generated during an IT address range scan. This results in device failure.

Unlike office-grade network management solutions, Industrial HiVision allows discovery traffic to be throttled back to a level which can be accommodated by sensitive industrial devices. So you can be certain that a device discovery scan will not have a negative effect on the applications running on your industrial network.

Protect your network against harmful scanning.

Configurable Services Ports

Industrial HiVision uses a Client/Server architecture, where the Clients can be installed remotely. To enable communication, it is necessary to define TCP/IP ports per service.

By default, each version of Industrial HiVision uses different ports. This has a big advantage. If you are considering upgrading to a newer version, you can install the new version on the same hardware which is running the current version. If you are satisfied with the new version, just go live.

This also has a big disadvantage. If you have firewalls, or switches with Access Control Lists, between the Clients and the Server, you will need to update the rules to reflect the new ports.

Fortunately the port numbers are configurable. So you can select whichever option best suits your migration strategy.

Reduce your firewall configuration effort.
In many aspects of life, colors are used to convey meaning. Reacting to colors is instinctive. Industrial HiVision enables you to take advantage of how people react to colors. You can use colors to highlight any network condition which you consider deserves attention from the network operator, together with its criticality. And like almost everything else in Industrial HiVision, the colors themselves are customizable. So use colors to push focus where it is needed.

**Status Display**

Many IT network management applications are heavily text-based. If the application supports a topology map, it is often only used to show the location of physical connections.

Industrial HiVision stands out from the crowd by offering attractive topology maps featuring extensive status displays. Every active component in a map can be configured to display its status.

When a hierarchy of maps is used, the status is propagated up the tree.

At a glance you can see the worst case status of your complete network. By drilling down through the graphical components, you can easily find the failed item.

You will never again waste time sorting through pages of text trying to isolate a fault.

**Rapidly locate problems anywhere in your network.**

**Status Display Configuration**

From the moment that Industrial HiVision starts to discover your network devices and connections, it also starts to configure status parameters.

The statuses selected by Industrial HiVision meet most common requirements. Failed devices or connections are displayed in red. Configuration errors are shown in yellow, as are redundancy errors. The list of possibilities is comprehensive.

If you would like to change the status displays, this can be done for each parameter individually. It can be done for multiple parameters using MultiConfig™. Or it can be done globally using the Status Configuration List.

However you prefer your status configuration, you can customize it with just a few clicks.

**Configure component status to reflect your operational requirements.**
Status Display Customization

Status display provides an immediate visual indication of a problem. Industrial HiVision provides four status levels, each represented by a color. Transparent/Grey = "OK". Yellow = "Warning". Red = "Error". Green = "OK, but previous status not acknowledged". This last option is used to make the operator aware of any faults which may have fixed themselves.

For operators with color vision deficiency, there are many options. The colors used for status displays can be selected. Status symbols can be superimposed on device icons. The icons themselves can even be made to flash after a status change.

**Optimize status displays for your operators.**

Thresholds

As a network administrator, you need to be aware of changes which occur on your network. Physical changes are easy to spot, because they will immediately be highlighted in your network management system. Changes in other characteristics are less obvious, but can be just as catastrophic.

For example, OT networks tend to have predictable traffic patterns based on polling. Changes in network load happen for a reason, and must be investigated.

If a connection is experiencing an increasing number of errors, this indicates the likelihood of a future failure.

Increases in device temperature could indicate a cooling failure.

Thresholds can bring these and many other conditions to your attention, by generating alarms. These give you breathing space to react, and potentially avoid a major incident.

**Threshold alarms notify you of changes immediately.**
Unsaved Configuration Alarm

There is a well known scenario faced by most network administrators at some point in their careers. You spend some productive time working on your network. When you are happy with the result, you go home. On the way home you have a nagging doubt about whether you saved the new configurations in the switches.

So, do you go back to work, or chance it until the next day?

Industrial HiVision has a warning status for an unsaved device configuration. And it is enabled by default. There is a visual indication for each device that has an unsaved running configuration.

So you never again need to worry that you have forgotten an important part of the configuration process.

Never forget to save a modified device configuration.

Virtual LANs

The original goal of virtual LANs was to create multiple logical networks running on one physical network, for the purpose of data segregation. In the past this was done manually, but the trend is moving towards automatic VLAN creation by the switches themselves. VLANs are now also deployed extensively for network security, for example to hide the network infrastructure from the network users. This can become complex. But Industrial HiVision gives you the tools to maintain control.

VLAN Viewer

Not all network management applications offer a topology map. Of those that do, the map is usually a simple diagram, showing network components such as switches, and the physical links between these devices.

In the past, a physical diagram was enough. But modern networks use VLANs to separate traffic from individual applications.

Fault-finding a network which is supporting VLANs presents a new challenge. Primarily because it is not possible to see an individual VLAN.

Industrial HiVision can display a topology map per VLAN. This shows precisely which switches, connections and end devices are members of a VLAN. Configuration errors are immediately obvious.

If you use VLANs on your network, you need a tool like this.

See VLAN topologies like physical networks.
Virtual LANs

Ports VLAN Membership Table

The VLAN Viewer in Industrial HiVision is a great tool, which allows you to view a VLAN topology as if it were a physical VLAN. It is easy to spot mistakes. Fixing the mistakes often requires more detailed information. The VLAN Membership Table provides granular information about VLAN Ingress Rules (PVID) and VLAN Egress Rules (VLANs) across all devices which support public VLAN information.

This provides you comprehensive, network-wide information about configured VLANs. Essential for finding configuration errors.

Clear summary of all VLAN information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Speed/Duplex</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>PVID</th>
<th>Ingress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000 Full</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IT,2T,3T,4T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100 Full</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IT,2T,3T,4T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000 Full</td>
<td>80:1f:02:d6:32:b9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1H,4U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1000 Full</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100 Full</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1H,4U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VLAN Consistency Check

Industrial HiVision offers two great tools for VLAN management: VLAN Viewer and VLAN Membership Table.

Is another VLAN tool really necessary?

Over the years it has become evident that users are configuring more VLANs, and those VLANs are becoming more complex. It is possible that you could become overwhelmed with information.

So we have provided one final tool: VLAN Consistency Check. As its name suggests, it provides a configuration consistency check per port, across the complete network.

The results of the check are displayed per port as OK or Error. It is that simple.

To diagnose the configuration error, Industrial HiVision offers two great tools mentioned previously: VLAN Viewer and VLAN Membership Table.

Real-time visualization of VLAN configuration errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Connections</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Security Status</th>
<th>PoE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAT3674-K-MF32</td>
<td>Unavailable</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.1.201</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>192.168.1.1</td>
<td>192.168.1.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3H,4U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Everyone is talking about the Industrial Internet of Things, or Industry 4.0. These scenarios are resulting in a huge increase in the number of connected devices. This in turn is driving the demand for Power over Ethernet, in order to save costs by reducing the amount of cabling and lowering installation effort.

Power over Ethernet Overview

PoE is mostly plug and play. But there are times when an overview of PoE on your network would be beneficial. For example, if you want to add more PoE devices to your network, you need certain information to optimize power distribution and balancing.

Which switches are delivering power? How much power is being delivered? How much power is remaining? Are you reaching your power delivery threshold? Are there any Class 0 devices in the network?

Some networks, for example in warehouses, will shut off PoE outside working hours, to disable the wireless network. You need an overview of this.

Industrial HiVision will provide you, at a glance, with comprehensive information about your PoE usage at switch and port level.

Comprehensive information about your PoE consumption.
Passive cooling is a main characteristic of industrial switches. We have put a great deal of research effort into designing and constructing the most effective methods of heat dissipation for our products.

But Power over Ethernet generates heat. So industrial switches are limited in the amount of power they can offer, before the PoE starts to reduce the lifetime of the product. Which means you need to maximize the use of available power.

Industrial HiVision includes a PoE wizard. This wizard will override the standard PoE classes. With no intervention from an administrator, the wizard will calculate the maximum power required by each device on the network. It will allocate the relevant power to each port. Remaining power is then available for use by other devices.

This is the most efficient use you can make of limited PoE. And you can configure it with just a couple of clicks.

Optimize your use of existing PoE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nominal Pwr</th>
<th>Ram Pwr</th>
<th>Req Pwr</th>
<th>Del Pwr</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Port A</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Det. Cl.</th>
<th>CD Det.</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Pwr Limit</th>
<th>Max Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 3</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nominal Pwr</th>
<th>Ram Pwr</th>
<th>Req Pwr</th>
<th>Del Pwr</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Port A</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Det. Cl.</th>
<th>CD Det.</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Pwr Limit</th>
<th>Max Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 3</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Left</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPE37 Right</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delivering Power class 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attention to detail is a fundamental aspect of network security. But the big picture also provides valuable information. Industrial HiVision can highlight potential vulnerabilities with your network configuration, and assist you to lock down your network security. Later changes which could affect your security posture will be highlighted.

Configuration Signature Check

As a network administrator, you are responsible for the availability of your network. So imagine the following scenario. A user with administration rights makes a change to a switch configuration. As a consequence, the network fails. Seeing the result, the user quickly reverts the change. How can you prove that the switch configuration was changed?

Each switch has a configuration checksum, known as a signature. If the configuration changes, the signature will change, and Industrial HiVision will generate an alarm.

Even better, if the configuration is reverted to the previous value, a third signature will be generated. Not the original signature.

So you can prove that a configuration was changed, even if the change has been reverted.

Protect yourself with the configuration signature.

Security Lockdown

Protecting the network infrastructure, such as switches and routers, is a critical part of a network security policy. The techniques required have been tried and tested over many years.

You can of course manually configure every parameter across all devices.

Or you can let Industrial HiVision do the hard work for you.

We have already selected the most commonly used security configurations. The Security Lockdown wizard lets you decide which of these security functions you would like to implement. Then a single click will roll out the functions across the network.

Let the Security Lockdown wizard guide you through the first steps towards a secure network infrastructure.

Secure your network infrastructure with a couple of clicks.
Network Infrastructure Security Overview

Fine-tuning your network infrastructure can be a time-consuming process, especially if you need to check every switch, firewall and wireless access point individually.

It is easy to overlook a single configuration parameter on one device. But that could be enough to let an attacker into your network.

The Security Status screen gives a detailed overview in an easy to read graphical format. For every device, you can see the status of each unsecure protocol or security function.

The alarms are configurable, to ensure compliance with your corporate security level.

Now you have detailed information about your infrastructure security at a glance.

Transparent overview of your security posture.

Rogue Device Detection

In a perfect world, industrial networks should be static. The network administrator will know exactly which end devices are connected to the network.

In reality, it is difficult to prevent users from connecting new devices. The connection of unauthorized devices can have many consequences. Additional or inappropriate traffic may destabilize the network, leading to poor performance or network downtime. Unknown devices may not conform with your network security policy, and therefore introduce new vulnerabilities.

In any case, if new devices are introduced to the network, you need to know about it.

The Rogue Device Detection feature periodically scans for new devices. If discovered, the devices are added to the Rogue Devices folder, and you will be notified. This gives you the opportunity to take action before a rogue device causes a problem on your network.

Get notified about rogue devices.
MAC/IP Address Pairs

Attackers are aware of many methods to get access to your network. One of the most common techniques is known as spoofing.

During a spoofing attack, the attacker will take the IP address of an existing device and assign it to his own PC. As firewalls and Access Control Lists are typically configured for IP addresses, the attacker’s PC will get the same network access as the original device.

Industrial HiVision can warn you if a MAC/IP address pair changes, giving you the chance to investigate this possible security breach.

Of course there are legitimate reasons why MAC/IP address pairs could change, for example if data is being transmitted through a router. So you can fine tune the function to avoid false alarms.

Detect IP Address spoofing attacks.

Wireless LAN

Wireless LAN technology is reliable and secure. So the deployment of WLAN devices in industrial networks is becoming increasingly prevalent. WLAN devices have their own sophisticated configuration and supervision tools. But as these devices are active components of the industrial infrastructure, they need to be visualized within the same network management application as the rest of the network.

WLAN Topology

Traditionally Industrial HiVision has been used to display the topology of cabled links. But it also has the capability to show wireless connections.

The auto-topology mechanism will discover and display both point to point links, and connections between access points and clients.

Point to point links, also known as bridge links, behave like cables, and therefore form part of the network infrastructure. Industrial HiVision uses the same display characteristics for both cabled and wireless links. So if wireless bridge links are being used as backup connections, for example in a Rapid Spanning Tree network, they are displayed as dashed lines.

If you are using WLAN bridge links to extend your cabling, Industrial HiVision will provide you with a consistent view across your complete network.

Automatically create your WLAN topology view.
Wireless bridge links can save you time and money when used as an alternative to cables.

With modern encryption and authentication techniques, communication over wireless links is secure.

This still leaves the question of reliability.

When a wireless bridge link is installed, the antenna alignment is perfect. Therefore the data throughput is maximized.

Over time, the antennas may become misaligned, usually as a result of harsh weather, such as strong winds. In this case, the data throughput deteriorates progressively, until the link fails entirely.

Industrial HiVision can generate alarms when the antennas start to become misaligned. This gives you time to readjust the antennas, before the bridge link fails. This function helps you to ensure reliability of the link.

Enhance the availability of WLAN bridge links.

The use of wireless clients in industrial networks is increasing at a rapid rate.

Today clients fall into two categories, static and mobile.

An example of a static client would be a cordless nutrunner. Its area of operation should not be limited by a cable, but it will never move out of its wireless cell. So just like any other end device, you need to know when it is connected or disconnected from the network.

A mobile device could include a tablet or a portable workstation. An operator moves around the plant floor, using the device at different locations. For you it is important to know how the device is roaming through your network.

From a network administration perspective, there is no difference between a wireless or wired end device. If you are responsible for tracking which end devices are connected to your network, both when and where, then treat both device types equally.

Stay informed about client activity on your network.
MultiConfig™

MultiConfig™ is a core component of Industrial HiVision. At a high level, the concept is simple. One or more parameters can be configured on multiple devices simultaneously. The devices do not need to be the same. It even works across manufacturers. So why is MultiConfig™ such an important tool for network deployment and operation?

MultiConfig™

When configuring a network, parameters on the devices often need to be configured to the same value. Of course it is possible to configure each switch individually, for example using the built-in web interface or a command line. But it is far quicker to configure all the switches simultaneously.

Also, repetitively configuring the same parameter again and again can easily result in errors. What is worse, these errors will be time-consuming to find.

MultiConfig™ can save you huge time and effort when configuring your network. Let’s look at some examples.

Save time and prevent errors during network configuration.

MultiConfig™ for Installation

Generally speaking, Ethernet switches will work out of the box. You can build a network just by cabling the switches together. This is why unmanaged switches are popular for creating networks which have little operational significance.

But when you invest money to buy managed switches, you expect to be able to customize the network to meet your exact requirements.

On the right you can see a list of typical parameters which you would need to configure on a managed network. For critical networks, this list is just the tip of the iceberg.

Installing a network is a stressful task. MultiConfig™ facilitates the network configuration process, allowing you to devote your full concentration to the configuration itself.

Reduce network configuration effort.
MultiConfig™ Port Manager

A robust network needs configuration at the switch level. But for fine-tuning, it also needs configuration at the port level.

Clearly the number of ports in a network far exceeds the number of switches. In many network deployments, configuring ports is the most time-consuming aspect of the process.

For this reason, we have also developed the MultiConfig™ tool for use with ports.

The list on the right shows typical parameters which may be configured at port level. The number of configurable parameters per port is extensive, depending on the capabilities of the switch.

The MultiConfig™ Port Manager is the fastest way to configure groups of ports during network installation.

Ensure consistent configuration across ports.

MultiConfig™ for Third-party Devices

Industrial HiVision was designed from the beginning to support Hirschmann devices. A tool like MultiConfig™ makes it simple and fast to install a network of Hirschmann devices.

But modern networks consist of devices from many manufacturers. So it makes sense that MultiConfig™ can also be used for third-party devices.

For standardized parameters this is relatively simple to implement. For manufacturer-specific parameters, it is far more challenging, not least because there are an almost unlimited number of configurable parameters.

Industrial HiVision has met the challenge by incorporating MultiConfig™ for third-party devices directly into HiFusion.

To summarize, this high speed tool for configuring third-party devices is available to you today, and can be customized to meet your requirements.

Universal network configuration with MultiConfig™.

MultiConfig™ Port Manager

MultiConfig™ for Third-party Devices
It is easy to think that MultiConfig™ is a tool which is only required for network installation. But this is not the case.

Device configuration does not end when a network goes live. During day to day operation, networks still need to be maintained.

For example, security best practices dictate that you should change the passwords of your network infrastructure devices on a regular basis.

Security vulnerabilities are a fact of life. As technology progresses, more vulnerabilities are discovered. Device manufacturers will of course issue security patches, but it is up to you to roll out the updates.

These are typical examples of how MultiConfig™ can continue to save you time and effort during the lifetime of your network.

Reduced effort for network maintenance.

MultiConfig™ Device Load/Save

Backing up the configuration of your switches to an external storage medium is a basic operational requirement.

You need copies of your device configuration files for network documentation.

You need to update these stored files if the device configurations are changed.

And you need an easy way to do it.

MultiConfig™ provides the easiest way to back up all your devices simultaneously. You have a choice of communication protocols to match your available servers. Wildcards will ensure that the configuration files have unique names.

Hopefully you will never need the configuration files. But having them securely stored will give you confidence that you are prepared for the worst.

Straightforward back-up of multiple devices.
MultiConfig™ Consecutive Reboot

Having to reboot multiple devices is not common. But there are times when it might be necessary. Planned reboots, such as after a firmware upgrade, do not present a problem and should not affect your service level agreements.

Unplanned reboots are another matter. Sometimes network faults occur, and when no other action has fixed the fault, the last resort is to reboot devices.

Rebooting all switches simultaneously causes massive disruption to live operation.

Even worse, it entails a high degree of risk. What happens if some devices do not reboot?

The MultiConfig™ Consecutive Reboot function will reboot the switches one after the other. If a switch does not reboot, the process stops.

Use this function to reduce disruption and minimize risk when conducting emergency maintenance on your network.

The safest way to reboot a network.

MultiConfig™ Consistency Check

Consistent configuration across switches is essential for stable network operation and maximum uptime.

There are many ways to analyze configurations across devices, but sometimes all you need is a quick check. The MultiConfig™ Consistency Check provides you with a fast and easy solution.

First select the switches that you want to check. Then select the relevant function from the MultiConfig™ menu. The parameters for this function will be displayed.

If the value of a parameter across all devices is identical, it is displayed. If the value is not identical, a warning appears next to the parameter. To read the parameter per individual device, just select the relevant IP address. You will find the rogue value in no time at all.

This simple technique will save you valuable time when investigating a network anomaly.

Promotes consistency across network configuration.
MultiConfig™ Save Support Information

Even the most professional of networks may need technical support at some time. Hirschmann is proud to offer technical support directly to our customers.

To maximize the efficiency of the support process, the technician will ask you for information about your network. For example network topology, device configuration, system information, log files, and so on. Without this information, the technician cannot conduct serious diagnostics.

You could manually collect the information from each device. This would be stressful during a fault situation.

Or you could use the MultiConfig™ Save Support Information option. With a couple of clicks, all the required support information will be downloaded from your switches to your Industrial HiVision PC, then zipped into an archive ready to be forwarded to our help desk. This enables the technician to start work on your network issue with the minimum of delay.

Fastest technical support.

Application Security

Industrial HiVision is a powerful configuration tool. It can be used to configure every aspect of your network infrastructure. So it is important to control who has access to this application. Industrial HiVision offers various methods of access control, to seamlessly integrate with your corporate standard.

Access to Industrial HiVision

Industrial HiVision is a powerful tool for network configuration, supervision and reporting. Therefore user accounts and permissions must be tailored to suit your security requirements.

At the most basic level, Industrial HiVision can operate without user accounts.

The next security level involves password-protecting Edit Mode. A password would then be required to make modifications to the application. For closed systems, this may be enough.

For more advanced security, user accounts are supported. The accounts are used to force a login to Industrial HiVision. It is also possible to create roles with assigned permissions. These roles can then be allocated to individual user accounts.

Flexible user configuration for appropriate security levels.
User Authentication

For many installations, the user management provided locally by Industrial HiVision is ideal. For larger installations, especially where IT/OT convergence is taking place, another approach may be required.

Some companies require a single sign-on per user. In other words, one set of credentials provides access to all corporate applications. Industrial HiVision achieves this by allowing you to authenticate users via LDAP.

An older but very widely used method of central authentication is RADIUS. Traditionally RADIUS is used to authenticate login credentials for switches. But for consistency, we have also made RADIUS available for Industrial HiVision authentication.

By offering a spectrum of techniques, Industrial HiVision can match your authentication requirements.

User authentication complies with your corporate standard.
Audit Trail

As a network administrator, the responsibility for the smooth running of the network rests with you. But all employees who actively work with the network must be accountable for their actions.

The purpose of standard event logs is to provide information about the network history. But these logs are not intended to be secure. Entries can be deleted.

The Audit Trail provides a permanent record of events relevant to Industrial HiVision. This includes the user who caused the event.

Hopefully you will never need the Audit Trail. But if you ever have to prove what occurred on your network, you can rest assured that the information is available.

Permanent record of operator actions.
Event Logging

Event logs are one of the cornerstones of network management. They provide valuable historical information for analysis and reporting. Event logs are also an important source of information when fault finding. Comprehensive factual information, presented in an intelligible way, will assist you to maintain a high level of network availability, and provide rapid service to your network users.

Event History Log

It is not possible to watch a network management screen 24 hours a day. So an intuitive event log is one of the most important network management tools.

For the network operator, the event log provides a list of warnings and errors logged by time, and information about when these problems were fixed. Acknowledging an entry confirms that the operator is aware of the log entry.

The event log provides information about the overall performance of the network, as well as the network management application itself. Comprehensive filters make it easy to view just the required information.

Graphical Event History Display

The Event History log provides a lot of useful information about what has happened in the recent past. But sometimes you just need a high level overview.

A musical score shows the notes for all instruments lined up in a fixed order. The Graphical History Event Viewer provides the same display for network devices. Essentially it gives you a visual view of the status of network devices over time. You can scroll the screen back in time, to view history. You can zoom into the screen for more detailed information.

This visual display results in intuitive event correlation. At a glance you can see which devices were affected by which events. This information helps you to pinpoint the basic cause of a network failure. You can then return to the text based event log for more comprehensive information.

Visual event correlation.
Event Log Export

If a network incident occurs, it is good practice to document what happened and how it was resolved, for future reference.

Industrial HiVision facilitates this by making all event logs exportable. You can select which severity of information will be included, for which devices, over which time frame.

Exported data is available as pdf, html, or csv. So reports can be customized to match your corporate standard.

Don’t spend hours creating reports. The event export function in Industrial HiVision provides the required information for professional quality reports with just a few clicks.

Facilitates the creation of professional looking reports.

Event Log on Mobile Devices

Industrial networks run 24 hours a day. But you cannot always be in the Operations Center, or at your desk.

What if a network problem is reported to you out of hours?

The event log is one of the most valuable tools for rapid fault finding. But how can you get access to it when you are away from the network management station?

Industrial HiVision has a built-in web server. This server can provide the event log as a standard web page.

Of course to take advantage of this feature, you must have access to the Industrial HiVision server from your current location.

This function can provide real-time information directly to your phone or tablet. Consequently you can maximize your network availability by starting the fault-finding immediately.

Event log information directly to your phone.
Event Handling

No network can be supervised by a person, 24 hours a day. So you need a proactive way to be informed about network events. Preferably using a technique which fits into the current way you work. At the same time, the network is just part of a much bigger application. So network events need to be shared with colleagues outside your immediate department. Industrial HiVision gives you a choice of how to achieve these objectives.

Event Reporting

Event logs store information for later use. But often if an event occurs, you or your network operators need to know immediately.

Industrial HiVision offers you many options for event reporting. An audio alarm will attract attention. Standard options like email, SMS and push notifications make use of mobile phones. An event can start any other application. A pop-up message box can give the operator precise instructions for dealing with the alarm.

Event handling can be customized to suit your requirements.

For beginners, existing events from the event log can be used to generate and tailor new events for reporting. So getting started could not be easier.

Event Forwarding

The events stored by Industrial HiVision are intended to be used for short-term network administration and fault-finding. For long-term storage and analysis, it is common to use a central location to store all events. This location is typically a Syslog Server.

Industrial HiVision provides you with two powerful options to forward events to one or more central Syslog Servers.

First, all internal events can be forwarded. So events relevant to Industrial HiVision itself, such as user logins, are stored.

Second, events about network devices can be forwarded. This is useful if your networked devices do not support Syslog. It is also valuable if you do not want your devices to send their own Syslog messages outside the local network.

Storing all your messages centrally will allow you to take advantage of modern techniques such as event correlation.

Centralize your event messages.
Event Escalation

In a perfect world, your network operators would see and acknowledge every event. In reality, sometimes the operators will be focussed on other tasks, and the events will get missed.

Industrial HiVision offers a simple function to mitigate this problem. Unacknowledged events can be redirected to an alternative operator, or escalated to you.

You can define the acknowledgement time-out period per alarm. For example, the higher the event severity, the shorter the acknowledgement period.

You can also define how each event should be escalated. Event escalation reduces the chance of events being missed, and helps you and your colleagues to maintain awareness of the network status.

Prevent alarms being overlooked.

Asset Management

Asset management is a critical component of proactive network management. You need to understand what your company owns, and where it is located. Optimizing the use of existing assets can save the expense of buying new ones. Spare parts stock needs to match the deployed hardware. If you outsource your hardware maintenance, you will need to know what is covered.

Asset Management – Summary

An inventory list is the first task in the asset management process.

Industrial HiVision provides a concise summary of your network infrastructure devices. This includes device type, serial number, software version, location, and other relevant information. All this information is contained on a single screen, and can be exported into a single spreadsheet.

The asset management summary in Industrial HiVision can save you hours of effort. Even better, because the information is read online, directly from the devices themselves using SNMP and EtherNet/IP, you can be sure that it is accurate.

Whether you need asset management for your network documentation, or for regulatory compliance, the summary is a good first step towards conformity.

Ensures accurate inventory.
Asset Management – Comprehensive

The Asset Management Summary provides the essential details about your network infrastructure devices. But maybe you need even more comprehensive information.

The Document Device function will create an individual pdf document for each network device. The document not only contains information about a device, but also information about sub-components. For example, the serial numbers of interface cards, the presence of ACA external memory, and the location of SFPs. It is also possible to see the status of ports which are participating in redundancy mechanisms.

You can create documents for all network devices, or just selected ones, with only a couple of mouse clicks.

Create valuable reference documents with a couple of clicks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date modified</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_138.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_139.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>46 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_140.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>44 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_141.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>39 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_142.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>44 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_143.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_145.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_146.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_149.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>39 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_151.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>36 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_152.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_157.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>40 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_32_141_17_158.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:40</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_1_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_2_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>40 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_6_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>41 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_15_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>41 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_17_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>42 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_18_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>42 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_40_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_100_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_142_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>36 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_1000_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>46 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_1201_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>44 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_204_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_105_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_206_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>43 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_200_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>47 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory_192_168_1_221_.pdf</td>
<td>19/06/2019 19:41</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Document</td>
<td>47 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Network documentation must be one of the least exciting parts of a network administrator’s job. But nevertheless, it is essential. Industrial HiVision can help you to document every aspect of your network, ensuring that your paperwork is always up to date and your records are accurate to assist fault finding.

There is no standardized way to document a network. Good practice suggests that your documentation should contain network diagrams. You will also need detailed information about the infrastructure components.

Topology maps can be exported in various graphical formats. Topology maps include port numbers, link speeds and connection media types.

Product tables include models, serial numbers, software versions, names and IP addresses. This information is available as HTML. Alternatively the data can be exported as a csv file, which is the most convenient and flexible format to be inserted into your documentation.

You must document your network, and Industrial HiVision offers you an effortless way to complete the task quickly.

The most efficient way to document your network.
Every network administrator has their own software toolbox containing a collection of their favorite utilities. Some tools are almost universal. But others fulfil specific requirements of an administrator or a network. Over the years our customers have asked us to develop a multitude of different tools. Many of these are now integrated directly into Industrial HiVision, ready to facilitate administration tasks.

**Project Setup Wizard**

Although Industrial HiVision is a powerful network management application, getting started does not require a lot of expert knowledge. But sometimes it is good to have a helping hand.

Maybe you have never used a network management application before, and you would like some guidance.

Maybe you just want to get started quickly, without learning where to find all the options.

In either case the Setup Wizard is right for you. It will take you step by step through the setup process, resulting in a very usable management application in the minimum possible time.

Later, as you become more familiar with the functions offered by Industrial HiVision, you can fine tune it to match your exact requirements.

Get started quickly with no prior knowledge.

**Scheduler**

In every network, some tasks need to be repeated. This is usually not the most interesting work, but it is often critical to the smooth running of the network.

A scheduler takes the pressure off you, by automatically running tasks at predefined times.

Some tasks, like backing up switch configurations, or disabling Power over Ethernet outside production hours, are so common that we have built them into Industrial HiVision.

For other tasks which may be specific to individual networks, the Scheduler can run batch or script files created by the network administrator. Wild cards are supported for elements like file names or IP addresses.

By using the Scheduler, you can rest assured that tasks are running smoothly in the background, without your personal intervention.

Automate repetitive tasks.
Device Response Times

Whenever there is a communication problem across a network, the users blame the network. The problem may be caused by a slow application, or an overloaded server, but the network is still to blame.

Of course with in-depth knowledge, specialist tools and plenty of time, you can prove the real cause of the problem. But these are luxuries when you are under pressure to remedy the situation.

The Device Availability tool provides you with real-time meaningful statistics about the performance of the network. These include packet errors, lost data, and response times across the network. It is not a mountain of information, but it is enough to give you a feeling of whether the problem is network-related.

In the heat of the moment, this is just the information you need to help you focus on the real cause of the problem.

**Jump start your network fault finding.**

---

Reporting Tool

Reporting is another of the less glamorous but essential tasks of network management. Keeping good records is a part of a network administrator’s responsibility. Long-term knowledge of your network performance will help you to spot trends and anomalies.

Industrial HiVision allows any visible parameter to be added to a report, including any parameters you have defined yourself. This gives you complete flexibility in terms of the information you collect.

There are many options for the scheduling of report generation, from fixed period to sequential.

A built-in PDF generator can create basic visual reports. And by exporting the data in a standard format, you can use applications such as Excel to create professional quality reports.

**Create relevant reports with minimum effort.**
Network Baselining

From a technical perspective, Network Baselining is a subset of reporting. But it represents one of the most important tasks that a network administrator must conduct, to ensure the health of the network.

In this case Network Baseling means monitoring the minimum, average and maximum device response times across a network. Fluctuations in these values could indicate changes in network utilization, or changes in the end devices. In other words, things that you need to know about.

Your devices do not need to offer this information. Industrial HiVision will calculate it for you.

Just select the devices you want to baseline, and you will be well on your way to having a deep understanding of your network’s long-term performance. Understand the typical performance of your network.

Network Dashboard

A network operator has many daily tasks, and monitoring the health of the network is just one of them.

A network dashboard is a useful tool to help the operator stay up to date with the network health.

Essentially a network dashboard is a large screen projected or attached to a wall, which displays a real-time summary of various network components in a graphical, color-coded style. It shows the network status at a glance.

The dashboard in Industrial HiVision is completely configurable. Templates are provided for information such as device or connection status, security status, response times, and application performance. Or you can create your own templates. Multiple dashboards can be displayed in a slideshow.

Greatly enhance the visibility of your network.
Configuration File Compare

Industrial HiVision includes some great tools to warn you when the configuration of a network device has changed. But that still leaves you with the challenge of working out exactly what has changed.

Of course you could spend hours comparing the previous and current configuration files manually.

Or you could use the Configuration File Compare tool. This gives you a side by side comparison of a device’s previous configuration and its current configuration.

Changes are color-coded, making them simple to detect.

Use this tool to save time and frustration when dealing with unauthorized changes to device configurations.

Save time searching for configuration changes.
Duplicate Network

There is a well known saying that no two networks are the same. But like many things with OT networks, sometimes reality is far removed from general understanding.

As an example, let’s consider a network on a train. Typically each carriage will contain identical hardware, for example cameras, passenger information displays, seat reservation displays, passenger counters, and emergency phones. All these components are networked.

So each carriage needs an identical network, but using different IP addresses.

The Duplicate Network function can create these networks, including devices, IP addresses, passwords, alarms, and event forwarding.

Of course this is a niche function for certain OT networks. But what is niche today, may be mainstream OT tomorrow.

Configure and supervise duplicate networks with minimum effort.

User-defined Menus

Industrial HiVision includes the option to start other device-relevant interfaces directly from within the graphical user interface. For example, right-clicking a switch’s icon will allow you to open the device’s web interface, or a command line like Telnet or SSH.

But is it possible to run other applications? Especially for third-party devices? Actually, yes. You can design your own device menus, and then run any applications you would like. Wild cards are available for parameters such as IP address. It is even possible to include passwords in the command line.

For example, if you use VNC for remote access to PCs, create a VNC menu and associate it with PC devices.

Enjoy the convenience of customized device access directly from inside Industrial HiVision.

Any application can be started directly from Industrial HiVision.
Path Availability Calculator

How often have you heard the expression “five nines availability”? In other words, 99.999% up-time, or 5 seconds a year downtime.

This is the de facto standard for OT networks.

Easy to say, massively complex to calculate.

Industrial HiVision includes a path availability calculator. To be clear, the tool cannot calculate the availability of a network. But as its name suggests, it can calculate the availability of a path through the network. This depends on the Mean Time Between Failures and the Mean Time To Repair of the network devices, and the redundant paths between the devices.

It is a highly theoretical tool. But it can help you to understand the strengths and weaknesses of your network topology, and the additional availability you could gain by adding redundant devices or connections.

**Optimize the availability of any network path.**
HiFusion

Industrial HiVision was developed to configure and supervise Hirschmann network devices. But modern OT networks increasingly support equipment from many manufacturers. This could include network infrastructure equipment from other well known vendors. Or end devices which do not have their own supervision software.

In any case, Industrial HiVision can meet the challenges of a mixed environment. HiFusion is a stand-alone application which can generate the code required to configure and supervise a third-party device.

A Product Specific Module is a file which allows a product type to be identified, displayed and supervised in Industrial HiVision. It includes the device image, plus a list of parameters which can be monitored.

If you have no SNMP knowledge, the HiFusion wizard will generate basic supervision code. If you are an SNMP expert, the sky is the limit for supervision and configuration code. HiFusion includes a test environment, so you do not need to touch your live installation.

Configure and supervise any SNMP-capable devices.

MIB Browser

The MIB Browser allows you to look directly at raw MIB information, without going through a graphical user interface. There are several reasons you might want to do this. Fault-finding the SNMP stack of an SNMP-enabled device is a typical use. Searching for manufacturer-specific information to include in Industrial HiVision is another.

But for many of us, curiosity about how SNMP works is the main driving force.

Some tools are best reserved for experts or potential experts, and the MIB Browser is one of them.

SNMP MIB Walker for experts.
SCADA Integration

Engineers consider the network to be just a part of the complete automation process. So they expect to see information about the network status and performance directly within their standard SCADA visualization tools.

OPC Servers

Industrial HiVision offers OPC DA and OPC UA servers as northbound interfaces to automation software. OPC is a universally recognized protocol in industrial automation. Any value which is visible in Industrial HiVision is also available as an OPC tag. This includes standard SNMP variables. It also includes information such as the status of the complete network, or zones within a network. This means that the SCADA application can be presented with any level of detail about a network.

For convenience, the OPC tag structure is the same as the Industrial HiVision hierarchy structure, so you can easily locate the required tags.

View network status information directly in your SCADA application.
Licensing

Industrial HiVision is a commercial application. It comes with all the benefits of commercial software. Maintenance releases are provided free of charge when required. These include bug fixes and security patches. Unlimited professional technical support is also available at no cost, without a contract.

Flexible Licensing

Licensing in Industrial HiVision is based on a simple concept. The price depends on the number of devices you want to supervise. Licenses are available in ranges, starting at 32 nodes and going up to 4,096 nodes. Licenses are cumulative, so a license for 128 nodes and a license for 256 nodes would allow you to supervise up to 384 devices.

Licenses are perpetual. Each license you buy is valid forever. A license enables all functionality offered by Industrial HiVision. You do not pay extra for additional functionality.

If you would like to try Industrial HiVision on a large test network, a thirty day evaluation is available.

If your network consists of 16 devices or fewer, a fully functional license is available free of charge with no time limit.

Comprehensive network management at a fair and transparent price.

Annual Maintenance Plan (AMP)

The development of Industrial HiVision is driven by its users. We receive many requests for new features. As a result, we release at least one new version per year.

An Industrial HiVision Annual Maintenance Plan is available. The AMP gives you access to all new versions of Industrial HiVision for one year. The validity period starts from when you first generate a license with the AMP, not from when you buy it.

The cost of the AMP is 20% of the price of a full license. The low annual price ensures a fixed total cost of ownership for the lifetime of your network.

Always have access to the latest Industrial HiVision functionality.
If you need to get started quickly, training represents a good return on investment. Training courses for Industrial HiVision are available globally, either as stand-alone courses, or as part of an Industrial Ethernet theory and product training curriculum.

Training Courses

Industrial HiVision has a shallow learning curve. You will be amazed at how quickly you can start to get meaningful information about your network. A tutorial is included in the installation package.

Industrial HiVision has a loyal customer base, and many users have published how-to videos on the Internet. These are also a great source of knowledge.

Our sales partners offer hands-on training courses for Industrial HiVision. In this case your instructor will be a person with in-depth expertise, and many years of real-world experience using Industrial HiVision for managing and fault-finding networks.

If you need to prove your expertise, Hirschmann offers certification exams on network management theory and Industrial HiVision software.

Whatever your time and budget constraints, there is a training opportunity to meet your requirements.

The fastest way to in-depth expertise.
About Belden

Belden Inc., a global leader in high quality, end-to-end signal transmission solutions, delivers a comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the mission-critical network infrastructure needs of industrial, enterprise and broadcast markets. With innovative solutions targeted at reliable and secure transmission of rapidly growing amounts of data, audio and video needed for today’s applications, Belden is at the center of the global transformation to a connected world. Founded in 1902, the company is headquartered in St. Louis, USA, and has manufacturing capabilities in North and South America, Europe and Asia.

For more information, visit us at:
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